THIS WINTER!

Spa 179y: The Science and Politics of the Human Body in the Spanish-Speaking World

Study how politics and medicine intersect ideas about race, sexuality and gender in Latin American history.

Great things about this course:
• Hybrid format – 4 units, 2 hours class time, the rest online
• Team taught – 2 professors who care about your learning
• GEs: Arts & Humanities (AH), Science & Engineering (SE), Social Sciences (SS)
• No Prerequisites • Taught in English!

What student evaluations say: “engaging,” “relevant,” “enthusiastic,” “AMAZING!,” “exceptional,” “Much LOL,” “Both Professor Slater and Professor Bejel had so much energy during class, it made me want to be there,” “my

Wednesdays 1:10-3:00pm
CRN 74649